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Malignant tumors will cause localized temperature increases (LTI) on breast surface which show as spot
or vascular patterns in breast infrared thermograms. Thermographic detection of breast cancer now
primarily depends on the visual analysis of these patterns by physicians, which is hard to provide
objective and quantitative results. In this paper, we propose a new criterion of breast cancer detection
and the method of its realization as follows: (1) surface temperature distribution of a healthy breast
usually exhibits a gentle variation which is background. (2) Localized surface temperature of a
carcinomatous breast will increase on the basis of the above background which is LTI. (3) The
carcinomatous possibility is proportional to the LTI maximum (amplitude) of the suspicious focus
region. (4) The LTI amplitude can be measured through morphological signal processing. According to
the above conception, we obtained LTI amplitudes of 117 breast disease patients including 70 benign
cases and 47 malignant cases. The optimal LTI amplitude threshold for breast cancer detection is
determined as 1 8C from the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve based on the rule of Youden’s
index maximization. 44 cases were screened out from 47 breast cancer patients under this threshold.
High sensitivity 93.6% and high NPV (negative predictive value) 91.2% demonstrate the value of this
method on preliminary screening of breast cancer. High FPR (false-positive rate) 55.7% suggests that it is
better to apply this method together with others.
ß 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Infrared thermography is a promising technology for breast
cancer detection [1]. It uses an infrared camera or scanner to detect
the natural thermal radiation at wavelengths between 0.8 mm and
1.0 mm emitted from the human body and obtains an image
recording the surface skin temperature distribution of that body
which is also called infrared thermogram [2]. When a malignant
tumor occurs in a breast, it will cause prominent localized increase
of breast surface skin temperature for its high metabolic activity
and blood perfusion [2–6]. The LTI shows as spot or vascular
pattern in a breast infrared thermogram which is also called heat
pattern. Breast cancer can be detected through the visual analysis
of heat patterns by physicians [2,7–9].
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Bureau of Medical
Devices has already conﬁrmed thermographic detection of breast
cancer [10]. Jones [2] considered thermography particularly
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valuable for early breast cancer detection in the recent reappraisal
of its usage in medicine. Keyserlingk et al. [11] reported that the
average size of tumors undetected by thermography is 1.28 cm,
while 1.66 cm by mammography. Ng et al. [9] also mentioned that
the result of thermography could be corrected 8–10 years before
mammography can detect a mass. Thermography is non-contact,
noninvasive, innocuous, considerably cheap and risk-free to both
patients and physicians for without ionizing radiation. It is a proper
choice for annual routine medical check-up of breast cancer [9].
Though thermographic detection of breast cancer now primarily depends on the visual analysis of thermograms by physicians,
computer-assisted analysis of thermograms for breast cancer
detection recently has drawn much attention [1,6–9,12–21]. Some
related research works of this ﬁeld are focused on the asymmetry
analysis of the temperature distribution of bilateral breast regions
[9,13]. Ng et al. carried out comprehensive research works on the
application of computer simulation [6,15,16] and artiﬁcial neural
network [17–21] in computerized thermographic detection of
breast cancer. In this paper, we propose two steps to realize the
breast cancer detection. Firstly, visually ﬁnd out the suspicious
focus regions in breast infrared thermograms. Secondly, measure
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the LTI amplitudes of these regions with morphological approaches and use the measurement results as a criterion of breast
cancer detection. The feasibility of the above conception has been
preliminarily veriﬁed in 117 breast disease patients.

LTI amplitude than the absolute temperature value of the LTI
region. Since the occurrence of breast cancer will cause prominent
LTI, the higher LTI amplitude can indicate a higher carcinomatous
possibility.

2. Methods

2.2. Principles of morphological approaches

2.1. LTI in breast infrared thermograms

Mathematical morphology is a popular signal processing
technology in image processing [22]. The common morphological
operators include erosion, dilation, opening and top-hat, etc.
Processes of these operators are implemented with a geometric
template such as line or disc which is called structuring element
(SE) [23]. When the template origin is placed on a pixel in the
processed gray-scale image, the template determines a small
domain. The erosion result of the pixel is deﬁned as the minimum
of the gray values of all the pixels in the domain, while the dilation
result is the maximum. Let the template origin traverse all the
pixels in the image and perform the min or max operation in the
determined domain, the erosion or dilation result of the whole
image can be obtained. Performing dilation on the erosion result
leads to the opening result. Subtracting the opening result from the
original image leads to the top-hat result.
An example of 1-d (one-dimensional) gray value sequence f will
be used to describe how to implement extraction and amplitude
measurement of localized gray value increases (LGI) through
erosion, dilation, opening and top-hat:

A breast infrared thermogram of a breast cancer patient is
displayed in gray scale in Fig. 1. The brighter pixels have higher
temperature values. There is a vascular heat pattern in the white
framed box of Fig. 1 formed by the LTI in the breast region. If the
temperature value of each pixel in a thermogram is viewed as an
elevation, the whole thermogram can be viewed as a topographic
surface. Fig. 2 shows the imaginary topographic surface of the
white box region in Fig. 1. From Fig. 2, a clear characteristic of
breast cancer thermogram which is the LTI superposing on the
background temperature distribution with large-scale slow variation can be found.
The key of measuring LTI amplitude is to obtain the background
temperature distribution of the LTI region. If it can be obtained, the
temperature increase value of each pixel in the LTI region can be
calculated as its temperature minus the corresponding background
temperature. The maximum of temperature increase values of all
the pixels is deﬁned as the LTI amplitude.
In geography, uplift degree of a mountain can be reﬂected more
by its localized elevation increase amplitude (peak elevation
minus its plateau elevation) than the peak absolute elevation. For
a thermogram, prominence of LTI can be better reﬂected by the

Fig. 1. Infrared thermogram of a breast cancer patient with a vascular heat pattern
in the white box.

Fig. 2. Imaginary topographic surface of the white box region in Fig. 1.

(1) Description of f. f is shown as a strip of 20 pixels with different
gray values in Fig. 3a. Its gray value distribution is shown in
Fig. 3b. The horizontal axis is point number and the vertical axis
is gray value. In Fig. 3b two peaks can be found (left and right)
which are formed by LGI in f. Their center positions are point 5
and point 15. The two peaks are chosen as the measured
regions.
(2) Choose the proper SE. The line SE B with 7 points is adopted and
its origin is the midpoint. Move the SE from left to right and let
its origin on each point of f during the process.
(3) Perform erosion on f. Suppose the SE origin is on the point 5.
The domain determined by the SE includes 7 points {2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8}. Their gray values are {6, 6, 9, 10, 8, 6, 6}. The erosion result
of point 5 is 6, the minimum of all the gray values in the
domain. The erosion result eB(f) is shown in Fig. 3c.
(4) Perform opening on f. The opening result gB(f) is dB(eB(f)), the
dilation of the erosion result eB(f). The peaks formed by LGI are
cut off after opening as shown in Fig. 3d. The opening result
gB(f) has a gentler gray value variation when compared with f.
It is approximately taken as the background. It should be noted
that though its gray values variate gently, they are not constant.
(5) Perform top-hat on f. The gray value increase of each point in f is
obtained through subtracting its approximate background
value gB(f) from f, which is also its top-hat result THB(f). The
extraction of LGI is implemented through top-hat.
(6) Measure LGI amplitudes. The morphological measurement
results of LGI amplitudes in f can be obtained through max
operation on two peak regions of extracted gray value increases
in Fig. 3e. They are 4 (left) and 6 (right), respectively. The
results indicate that the morphological measurement reﬂect
the gray value increases on the basis of the background, not the
absolute gray value height of the peaks which are 10 (left) and 9
(right).
(7) Determination of the SE size. In fact, a series of line SEs with the
widths 2k + 1 (k = 1, 2, 3,  ) is tried to determine the proper
width of the line SE. The results of opening and top-hat are
denoted as gk(f) and THk(f). Fig. 4 shows the results at width 3
which are g1(f) and TH1(f). Fig. 5 shows the results at width 5
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Fig. 3. Principles of morphological measurement of LGI amplitudes in the 1-d gray value sequence f. (a) Gray strip of gray value sequence f. (b) Gray value distribution of f. (c)
Erosion result eB(f). (d) Opening result gB(f). (e) Top-hat result THB(f).

which are g2(f) and TH2(f). The results at width 7 have already
been shown in Fig. 3. The results at widths 9, 11, and 13 are the
same as the ones at width 7.
Maragos mentioned in [24] that opening can cut off peaks and
form plateaus. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the peaks formed by LGI
are gradually cut off and the plateaus close to the background are
gradually formed with the line SE width increasing from 3 to 5.
When the line SE width increases to a proper value 7, the opening
result can be considered very close to the background as shown in
Fig. 3d. So the opening result at width 7 is taken as the
approximated background. After that, even the line SE width is
increased to 9, 11, and 13, the opening result has no change and
keeps the same as the one at width 7, for the peaks are completely

cut off and the opening has no effect on the plateaus close to the
background. It also indicates that the opening result at width 7 is a
proper choice for the approximate background.
It can be found that opening can extract the background from f
as shown in Fig. 3. Though gray values of the background variate
gently, they still keep the trend of variating from the higher plateau
to the lower plateau. The background gray values of different
positions can be different. Although the left peak has a higher gray
value (10), its LGI amplitude is not big and its morphological
measurement result is 4, because it is located on the higher plateau
and has a higher background gray value. While the right peak has
higher LGI amplitude whose morphological measurement result is
6 though its gray value (9) is lower. Because it is located on the
lower plateau and has a lower background gray value. Morpho-

Fig. 4. The results of opening and top-hat at width 3 which are g1(f) (a) and TH1(f)
(b).

Fig. 5. The results of opening and top-hat at width 5 which are g2(f) (a) and TH2(f)
(b).
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logical measurement results reﬂect the actual situations of LGI: the
one has higher gray value may not have higher LGI amplitude.
This characteristic of morphological approaches is the one right
needed in the measurement of LTI amplitudes. Though there is no
LTI on the healthy woman breast surface, but its temperature
distribution is not constant. The upper half of the healthy woman
breast is warmer than the lower half possibly for more vessels
being in the upper half of the breast [25]. There also exists a
background temperature variation like the higher plateau to the
lower plateau in Fig. 3. When measuring LTI amplitudes in
different positions of the breast region of each breast disease
patient, different background temperature values need to be
extracted. The above morphological approaches provide a method
of extracting background temperature so that breast cancer can be
better detected by the LTI amplitude.
2.3. Measurement of LTI amplitudes
According to the principles of morphological measurement of
LGI amplitudes in a 1-d gray value sequence in Section 2.2,
measurement of LTI amplitudes in breast infrared thermograms
with morphological approaches can be implemented. We will
describe the process on the breast thermogram example of Fig. 6.
(1) Choose the region for measurement. As shown in Fig. 6, a
physician can draw the edge of the region where measurement
of LTI amplitude is needed.
(2) Choose the proper SE. The disc SE is chosen for the breast
thermogram is 2-dimensional. In order to determine the proper
radius of the disc SE, the openings using a series of disc SEs with
radii from small to big are performed on the breast thermogram. If the opening result at each radius is taken as the
approximate background, the temperature increase value of
each pixel in the measured region can be obtained. The
maximum of temperature increase values of all the pixels in the
region is the morphological measurement result of LTI
amplitude at each radius.
When the radius changes from small to big, the opening will
cut off more and more LTI part and the morphological
measurement result will also increase. The practical process
result reveals that from the beginning of some radius the
morphological measurement result will keep unchanged as the
opening result is very close to the background. We will
illustrate it through the process of a practical breast thermogram in Fig. 6. For the data of Fig. 6, the curve of the
morphological measurement result of LTI amplitude changing
with the disc SE radius is obtained which is shown in Fig. 7. The

Fig. 7. The curve of morphological measurement result of LTI amplitude versus disc
SE radius.

unit of LTI amplitude is 8C and the radius unit is pixel. It can be
found that from the beginning of radius 13 pixels the
morphological measurement result keeps 1.3 8C unchanged
in the following 3 radii.
In this paper, breast infrared thermograms of 117 breast
disease patients are collected to form the data set which will be
introduced in Section 3.1. Breast thermogram in Fig. 6 is from
one of the 117 patients. In the process of breast thermograms of
these patients, it is found that if the result keeps unchanged for
3 radii, the result can be considered stable and meaningful.
Thus it is deﬁned as the ﬁnal result.
Through Fig. 6, it can be found that though the region is
partially in the lower half of the breast and its maximum
temperature is not high, its morphological measurement result
of LTI amplitude is as high as 1.3 8C for the low background
temperature values. This example also indicates that breast
cancer can be better detected by the LTI amplitude through
measurement with morphological approaches. Large process
results show that the approach from this example is also
applicable for the breast thermograms from other patients.
(3) If there are many measured regions in the patient thermogram,
the maximum of the measurement results of all the regions is
taken as the LTI amplitude of the thermogram.

3. Results
3.1. Data set and morphological measurement results of LTI
amplitudes
The infrared thermography system TSI-21 from BIOYEAR Inc.
[26] is used. The temperature resolution of this system is 0.05 8C at
30 8C and the acquired image size is 256 pixels  256 pixels. The
preoperative breast infrared thermograms of 117 breast disease
patients are collected under the recommended conditions in [9,12]
in the PLA General Hospital. The 117 cases are conﬁrmed to be 70
benign and 47 malignant through pathological examination. The
morphological measurement results of LTI amplitudes of 70 benign
cases and 47 malignant cases are shown in Fig. 8a and b.
3.2. Difference between benign and malignant cases in LTI amplitude

Fig. 6. Breast infrared thermogram and edge of the measured region.

In order to determine the signiﬁcance of the difference between
benign and malignant cases in the LTI amplitude, t test is carried
out. The number of benign cases n1 is 70. The mean m1 and the
standard deviation s1 of the LTI amplitude of benign cases are 1.18
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Fig. 8. Morphological measurement results of LTI amplitudes of benign cases (a) and malignant cases (b).

14 malignant cases and 2 benign cases. The proportion of
malignant cases and benign cases are 87.5% (14/16) and 12.5%
(2/16), respectively.
3.3. Detecting breast cancer by LTI amplitude
When a LTI amplitude threshold is set for breast cancer
detection, patients with LTI amplitudes not lower than the
threshold have positive results while the others have negative
results. The patients can be categorized into 4 classes: true positive
(TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP) and true negative (TN).
Their deﬁnitions are shown in Table 2.
Some statistical parameters to evaluate the performance of LTI
amplitude in breast cancer detection [9] can be calculated from
Table 2:
Fig. 9. Histogram of LTI amplitudes of benign and malignant cases in all the ranges.

and 0.59 8C, respectively. The number of malignant cases n2 is 47.
The mean m2 and the standard deviation s2 of the LTI amplitude of
malignant cases are 1.94 and 0.79 8C, respectively. The t value is
calculated as [27]:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðn1  1Þs 21 þ ðn2  1Þs 22
jm  m2 j
ﬃ; S¼
:
t ¼ q1 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n1 þ n2  2
S 1 þ 1
n1

n2

The calculation result of t value is 5.98. When the signiﬁcance level
p is set as 0.001, the critical value of t with the degrees of freedom
115 (n1 + n2  2) is written as t115,0.001. It can be obtained from the
ordinary t table which is 3.16. The result of t > t115,0.001 suggests
that there is a signiﬁcant difference between benign and malignant
cases in the LTI amplitude.
The distribution of LTI amplitudes of benign and malignant
cases in all the ranges is shown in Fig. 9 and Table 1. It can be found
that the higher LTI amplitude indicates a higher possibility of being
cancer. When the amplitude range is 0–1.00 8C, there are 3
malignant cases and 31 benign cases. The proportion of malignant
cases and benign cases are 8.8% (3/34) and 91.2% (31/34),
respectively. When the amplitude range is 1.00–2.50 8C, there
are 30 malignant cases and 37 benign cases. The proportion of
malignant cases and benign cases are 44.8% (30/67) and 55.2% (37/
67), respectively. When the amplitude range is 2.50 8C, there are

Sensitivity: TP/(TP + FN).
Speciﬁcity: TN/(TN + FP).
False-positive rate (FPR): 1  speciﬁcity.
Youden’s index [28]: sensitivity  FPR.
Positive predictive value (PPV): TP/(TP + FP).
Negative predictive value (NPV): TN/(TN + FN).

Sensitivity reﬂects the capability of detecting breast cancer
while speciﬁcity reﬂects the capability of detecting benign disease.
Youden’s index reﬂects the total capability of detecting cancer and
benign disease. PPV reﬂects the malignant possibility of positive
result while NPV reﬂects the benign possibility of negative result.
When the LTI amplitude thresholds are set from 0.5 to 3.5 8C
with 0.5 8C interval, 7 pairs of sensitivity and FPR can be obtained.
If sensitivity is plotted on the y axis and FPR on the x axis, these
pairs of sensitivity and FPR are the points marked with circles in
Fig. 10. If the starting point (0, 0) and the ending point (1, 1) are
added and these points are connected with lines, a curve of
sensitivity versus FPR which is called ROC curve [29] is obtained.
The ideal result of detection is that the sensitivity is 1 and the
FPR is 0. From the ROC curve in Fig. 10, it can be found that when
the threshold decreases sensitivity will increase to 1 but FPR will
also increase to 1. At the same time, when the threshold increases
FPR will decrease to 0 but sensitivity will also decrease to 0. The

Table 1
Distribution of LTI amplitudes of benign and malignant cases in all the ranges
Amplitude (8C)

0–0.50

0.50–1.00

1.00–1.50

1.50–2.00

2.00–2.50

2.50–3.00

3.00

Malignant
Benign

0
5

3
26

13
18

11
14

6
5

10
1

4
1

Note: Range 0–0.50 does not include 0.50 and the other ranges are all the same.
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Table 3
Details of 3 undetected breast cancer cases
Benign

Malignant

Total

Case

Age

Cancer type

Stage

Amplitude (8C)

Negative
Positive

TN
FP

FN
TP

TN + FN
FP + TP

Total

TN + FP

FN + TP

1
2
3

68
45
60

Ductal carcinoma
Ductal carcinoma
Medullary carcinoma

Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

0.55
0.60
0.50

Youden’s index can be used to evaluate the total result of a
threshold. The optimal LTI amplitude threshold can be determined
based on the rule of Youden’s index maximization. Youden’s
indexes of all thresholds are shown in Fig. 11. The maximum of
Youden’s index 0.38 occurs at threshold 1 8C, and 1 8C is set as the
optimal threshold. According to Table 1, TN, FP, FN and TP under
the optimal threshold 1 8C are 31, 39, 3 and 44. The sensitivity is
93.6% (44/47) and the FPR is 55.7% (39/70). Youden’s index is 0.38.
The PPV is 53.0% (44/83) and the NPV is 91.2% (31/34). Detecting
breast cancer by LTI amplitude has the characteristics of high
sensitivity, high NPV and high FPR.
The details of 3 undetected breast cancer cases are listed in
Table 3. The 3 cases are all advanced cancer, where 2 cases are
advanced ductal carcinoma and 1 case is advanced medullary
carcinoma. When the cancer is in the advanced stage, the
metabolic activity of tumor will descend [4] and the LTI will not
be prominent. Furthermore, 2 cases are very old (60) and their
basal metabolic rates are low. The LTI amplitudes of the 3 case are

Table 4
Details of 2 detected early breast cancer cases
Case

Age

Cancer type

Stage

Amplitude (8C)

1
2

24
27

Ductal carcinoma
Ductal carcinoma

Early
Early

2.75
2.85

only 0.50–0.60 8C. It indicates that detecting breast cancer by LTI
amplitude may be insensitive to the advanced cancer especially the
old ones.
Among the detected cases, we ﬁnd 2 young and early breast
cancer cases and their details are listed in Table 4. The 2 cases have
very high LTI amplitudes (>2.5 8C). It may be related with the high
basal metabolic rate of young woman and the high metabolic
activity and blood perfusion of early cancer [4]. It indicates that
early detection of breast cancer may be achieved by LTI amplitude.
3.4. Application of LTI amplitude in breast cancer detection
There occurs a high FPR 55.7% in the breast cancer detection by
LTI amplitude in the 117 breast disease cases. It indicates that LTI
amplitude may not have good speciﬁcity. Many factors including
benign breast diseases may cause LTI. LTI is not a speciﬁc sign of the
occurrence of breast cancer [2,12]. But high sensitivity 93.6% and
high NPV 91.2% indicate that LTI amplitude can be parameter for
breast cancer screening. Thermography is harmless, cheap and also
can achieve early detection of breast cancer. Thermography is very
suitable for screening breast cancer in a large population. LTI
amplitude may help physicians decrease the possibility of missing
breast cancer cases in screening through adopting the parameter of
LTI amplitude.
4. Conclusion

Fig. 10. ROC curve.

Fig. 11. Youden’s indexes of all thresholds.

In this paper, we proposed the morphological measurement of
LTI amplitudes in breast infrared thermograms and the clinical
application of measurement results in breast cancer detection.
Through applying morphological approaches, we obtained LTI
amplitudes of 117 breast disease patients including 70 benign
cases and 47 malignant cases. We ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference
(p < 0.001) between benign and malignant cases in the LTI
amplitude through t-test. The patients with higher LTI amplitudes
have higher carcinomatous possibility. We determine the optimal
LTI amplitude threshold of 1 8C for breast cancer detection from the
ROC curve based on the rule of Youden’s index maximization.
Under the optimal threshold, 44 cases are detected from 47 breast
cancer cases. The 3 undetected cancer cases are all advanced
cancer and 2 cases are from very old patients. It indicates that
breast cancer detection by LTI amplitude may be insensitive to the
advanced breast cancer and especially to the aged case. There are 2
young and early cancer cases among the detected cases. It indicates
that early detection of breast cancer may be achieved by LTI
amplitude. At the same time, the high FPR 55.7% indicates that LTI
amplitude may not have good speciﬁcity. The high sensitivity
93.6% and high NPV 91.2% demonstrate that LTI amplitude can be
used as parameter for breast cancer screening. It can help
physicians decrease the possibility of missing breast cancer cases.
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It has already been applied in the breast cancer screening by
thermography in the PLA General Hospital.
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